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PERMANENT PRESS FABRICS
LOOK ALL SEWN UP

Becky Saunders*

Permanent press (or durable press) fabrics are
tremendously popular because of their easy care qual
ities. They can be machine washed and dried and will
shed wrinkles, retain their shape without ironing and
stay fresh-looking after hours of wear. The finish,
however, does create certain difficulties in sewing.
Because the fabric is smoother and firmer, it is less
flexible and more resistant to handling, cutting and
pinning.

Pattern and Fabric Selection
Choose a pattern with few seams and details.

Avoid topstitching, pleats and sharp creases and long
zippers in straight seams. Consider designs with but
ton instead of zipper closures. Permanent press fab
rics are difficult to ease, so select styles with
minimum of fullness - soft gathers and folds give
best results. Bias darts and seams look better; straight
darts and seams tend to pucker.

Fabrics with a permanent press finish cannot be
straightened because the fabric is permanently set
during finishing. Therefore, buy only fabrics which
are on grain. The crosswise grain should be at a right
angle to the selvage. Also, check that printed designs
follow the grainline as these fabrics cannot be
straightened. Avoid fabrics with uneven color or
strong chemical odor, which may indicate improper
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finishing. Examine the fold made when rolling the
fabric onto the bolt. The fold may be impossible to
press out, so cutting around the center fold may be
necessary.

Select permanent press interfacings and trims,
washable buttons and notions which have the same
wash care qualities as the fabric. Preshrink all fabrics,
trims and zippers before cutting by fullowing the fab
ric's washing and drying instructions. Ask for care
labels available with the fashion fabric that can be
sewn in the garment for permanent reference.

Since permanent press fabrics attract and hold
stains, look for fabrics which also have soil release
finishes. Soil release finishes aid in more easily re
moving stains during laundry.

Layout and Cutting
Avoid using the center fold unless the crease can

be pressed out.
Ifa plaid or repeat is off-grain, place the pattern so

it follows the design rather than the grainline.
Pin only in seam allowance using fine, sharp pins,

as pin holes may remain.
Use pins, chalk or tailor's tacks to mark. Wax and

tracing paper are sometimes difficult to wash out and
will show particularly in strongly contrasting colors.

Make as many fitting alterations as possible before
cutting. Once pressed, adjustments may show.
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SLEEVE

wrong side

Use a lapped zipper application rather than a cen
tered application for a conventional zipper as only one
row of stitching is noticeable from the outside.

Keep topstitching to a minimum. Obtain the most
satisfactory ·results by stitching as close to the edge as
possible.

Select plain seams over double stitched ones. Pink
or zigzag seam allowances and raw edges such as fac
ings or hems.

Keep hem allowances narrow to reduce easing
especially in flared hems.

Set-in sleeves may look more attractive and be
easier to stitch by using a shirt method. Leaving
underarm seams open, stitch sleeve to armhole, trim
and press toward sleeve seam. Stitch underarm seams
in one continuous seam (see Figure 3).
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A set-in sleeve cap in pennanent press fabrics may
be difficult to ease. To reduce the fullness, make a
narrow crosswise 1/8 inch (2 mm) tuck in the pattern
above the notches, removing a total of 14 inch (4 mm).
Redraw the sleeve cap curve as shown in illustration
2. This alteration may not be comfortable or becoming
to an individual with a fuller than average high upper
arm (see Figure 2).

Reduce seamlines and the possibility of puckering
by pinning straight line pattern pieces together at
seam lines and cutting as one piece if the design al
lows. For example, a stitched on facing can be adapted
to an extended facing (see Figure 1).
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Sewing Tips
Test stitch a fabric scrap and adjust machine to

avoid puckered seams. For most fabric weights, use a
loose but balanced tension, medium to medium long
stitch length, size 11 (80) or 14 (90) sharp needle and
all purpose synthetic or synthetic core thread. For
straight stitching use a small hole throat plate or posi- .
tion needle right or left for a multipurpose throat
plate. Stitch at a consistent medium rate of speed. To
double check seam for puckering, wash and dry the
test seam and observe.



Figure 4, step 3
Pressing

While constructing the garment, use steam and a
low synthetic setting to press seams. Do not do final
pressing until seams are correct; once a crease is
pressed in place, it will not press out. For the final
pressing, use a high heat setting (usually cotton) and
steam. Test the heat setting on a fabric scrap before
pressing the garm~nt. Once the garment is complete,
it should require little or no ironing or only occasional
touching up.

Care
For maximum performance, machine wash and

dry instead of hand wash and line dry. Use the per
manent press cycle for washing. Otherwise, wash in
warm water (hot if heavily soiled) and rinse in cool
water. Rinse thoroughly, so soil does not resettle on
the fabric.

Wash white items separately from colors because
dyes, although reasonably fast to laundering, have a
tendency to bleed. Turn garments inside out to pre
vent or reduce "frosting" or fading at creases and
seams.

Fabric softeners help fabric resist abrasion and
pilling (balling up). Check the fabric label to deter
mine if bleach may be used safely.

Use a medium warm dryer temperature with
cool-down period. Remove garments immediately. If
the dryer runs hot, remove the garment while still
slightly damp.

If garments must be line-dried, remove from the
washer immediately before the spin cycle. Hang gar
ments on plastic coated or inflatable hangers. Touch
up ironing may be needed.

Wrinkling may be caused by overloading the
washer or improper drying or water temperature.
Keep loads smaller than normal and hang garments
until ready for laundering.
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Figure 4, step 2

(3) Fold facing in place with interfacing to wrong
side of garment and continue construction (see
Figure 4, step 3).

Consider using this neat and durable· finish for
extended facings:

(1) Stitch right side of interfacing to right side of
garment facing, along the outside edge with
edges even. Grade seam allowances, clip if
necessary. Turn interfacing to wrong side en
closing seam; press (see Figure 4, step 1).

center front

Figure 4, step 1

(2) Stay-stitch neck and shoulders lh" (1.2 cm)
from edge. Stitch or fuse raw straight edge of
interfacing, close to center front. On an open
neckline, stop stitching before the foldline or
point where it would show to the outside (see
Figure 4, step 2).



Ideally, launder permanent press garments after
each wearing. Soil build-up is difficult to remove.
Many permanent press fabrics today have a soil
release finish to help remove greasy stains. If a fabric
does not have this finish, oily stains are almost impos
sible to remove. Persistent grease stains may require
pre-treating with a commercial spot remover. Or
apply a concentrated solution of detergent directly to
the stain and allow it to set for several hours; then
launder.
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